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BYK-9731
Silicone-free, polymeric defoamer for industrial lubricants. Particularly suitable for 
polyalphaolefins and ester oils.

Product data

Composition
Solution of a polyacrylate

Typical properties
The values indicated in this data sheet describe typical properties and do not constitute specification limits.

Density (68 °F): 6.34 lbs/US gal 
Solvents: Aromatic-free hydrocarbon
Flash point: 109 °F

Applications

Lubricants and mold release

Special features and benefits
BYK-9731 is a silicone-free, polymeric defoamer for lubricants. The additive is particularly suitable for the 
industrial lubricants sector and demonstrates excellent defoaming results in polyalphaolefins and ester oils. 
BYK-9731 defoams with the greatest efficiency even at low concentrations. The additive is simultaneously 
very compatible in the base oil at high concentrations and exhibits no turbidity.

Recommended use

Polyalphaolefins X

Ester oils X

X especially recommended     Y recommended

Recommended levels
0.05–0.1 % additive (as supplied) based on the total formulation.  
 
The above recommended levels can be used for orientation. The optimum dosage should be determined by 
application-related test series.

Incorporation and processing instructions
The additive is stirred into the base oil before other components are added.
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ADD-MAX®, ADD-VANCE®, ADJUST®, ADVITROL®, ANTI-TERRA®, AQUACER®, AQUAMAT®, AQUATIX®, BENTOLITE®, BYK®, BYK®-DYNWET®, 
BYK®-MAX®, BYK®-SILCLEAN®, BYKANOL®, BYKETOL®, BYKJET®, BYKO2BLOCK®, BYKOPLAST®, BYKUMEN®, CARBOBYK®, CERACOL®, CERAFAK®, 
CERAFLOUR®, CERAMAT®, CERATIX®, CLAYTONE®, CLOISITE®, DISPERBYK®, DISPERPLAST®, FULACOLOR®, FULCAT®, GARAMITE®, GELWHITE®, 
HORDAMER®, LACTIMON®, LAPONITE®, MINERAL COLLOID®, MINERPOL®, NANOBYK®, OPTIBENT®, OPTIFLO®, OPTIGEL®, POLYAD®, PRIEX®, 
PURE THIX®, RECYCLOBLEND®, RECYCLOBYK®, RECYCLOSSORB®, RECYCLOSTAB®, RHEOBYK®, RHEOCIN®, RHEOTIX®, SCONA®, SILBYK®, 
TIXOGEL®, VISCOBYK® and Y 25® are registered trademarks of the BYK group.

The information and data stated herein, although in no way guaranteed, are based upon tests and reports considered to be reliable and are 
believed to be accurate. No warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or intended. Use by a customer should be based upon their own 
investigations and appraisals. Any recommendation should not be construed as an invitation to use a material in infringement of patents.

This issue replaces all previous versions.
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